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MBR has developed an extensive in-house network of leading industry
experts, consultants and business partners who provide a complete
consultancy service for the metals industry. This involves innovative
approaches to delivering an improvement in your business performance,
so you’re well positioned to plan your business strategies and exploit new
market developments, before your competitors.

MBR is known for offering reliable, independent and comprehensive
solutions that have a practical and direct impact on your business
performance. We consider our relationship with our clients to be a
partnership, where our team of analysts offers the flexibility of support 
and advice no matter what time of day, whatever the request and when 
and wherever you need it.

Would you be surprised to learn that a number of non-specialised yet
renowned consultancies consistently outsource metals research to MBR?
This is because MBR have the depth of knowledge and experience required
to undertake any project quickly and efficiently. Our business model offers
real value for money and is geared to establishing long-term and fruitful
client partnerships without compromising on quality, reliability or integrity.

Our specialities particularly extend to the following key commodities:
Steel-related commodities coverage 
– Iron ore/DRI/HBI
– Ferrous scrap
– Ferro-alloys
– Coking coal, coke, PCI, limestone, cement
– Slabs, billets and blooms
– HR and CR coil/sheets, plates (including black plate) 
– Rebars, wire rods, merchant bars, sections and beams 

and other long-steel products
– Tinplate, HDG, ELG and organic coated sheet products
– Welded and seamless pipes, tubes

Non-ferrous commodity coverage
– Primary aluminium
– Semi-fabricated aluminium
– Alumina
– Bauxite
– Copper
– Lead
– Nickel
– Magnesium
– Tin
– Zinc
– Minor metals 
– Industrial minerals

Successfully plan your
company’s investment
/organic growth drives…

MBR Consultancy Services
Over the past five years, MBR has seen a dramatic expansion to 
its consultancy services. The foundation of our practice is the
experience and knowledge base we have acquired in working with
the world’s leading metals and mining companies, from integrated
producers to highly specialised niche producers, covering steel and
aluminium to cobalt and magnesium.



Bankable new project feasibility & financing studies 
MBR has played a key advisory role for the international financial community
looking to invest in the global metals industry, offering clients an independent
assessment of assumptions and forecasts for business plans.

MBR has worked on a vast array of due-diligence studies covering the steel,
aluminium and other non-ferrous industries assessing:

– Market volumes
– Price margin assumptions via sophisticated sensitivity analysis
– Competitive advantage of projects versus competitor projects 
– Project risk analysis
– Marketing off-take arrangements
– Technology transfer and management contracts
– Analysis of financial assumptions in financial modelling
– Technical due-diligence
– Projected cash flow estimates based on alternative market scenarios

improve your relationships with
financial institutions and investors…
Price and market forecasting services
MBR’s knowledge and understanding of market pricing dynamics, together
with our assured independence gives our commodity price forecasts enormous
commercial credibility for your business.

– MBR provides the definitive price benchmark source for global 
commodity contracts 

– MBR is renowned for its comprehensive market coverage with over 
250 prices covered on a regular basis 

– MBR offers reliable price discovery services

strengthen your competitive
advantage…

Strategic consulting services
MBR has a strong advisory capacity towards strategy consultancy, with work
largely centering on the following key areas:

Marketing/sales consultancy to maximise your commercial opportunities
a) Marketing advice on geographical demand structures examining 
where and how best to sell within certain markets now and over time.

b) Advice on optimum product mix relative to key domestic and 
export markets.

c) Advice on where the maximum value-added sales can be obtained.

d) Full research outsourcing services - MBR has over 10 years of experience
in providing regular, client-branded research reports, including Chinese-
language reports for major commodity brokers and banks. Promoted by the
client as in-house research, these reports have proved extremely effective
marketing tools, enhancing the clients' image in the industry, assisting clients’
in breaking into new markets, and building and maintaining lucrative
relationships with customers.

discover optimum cost-saving
solutions… 

Purchasing advice in minimising key input costs
a) Optimisation of supplier strategies - advising on and seeking
alternative supply sources which provide a better fit and optimising the
maturity structure of your portfolio of purchase contracts.

b) Providing commodity price volatility management systems - 
MBR provides strategy advice involving control and monitoring of key
inputs and devising appropriate strategies in tune with your business
practice. MBR has devised a series of short-, medium and long-term
exit/entry strategies for our clients, achieving quantifiable and 
predictable results.



Operational (technical) excellence consultancy services
The key business challenges faced by production facilities is the minimisation of
costs and the maximisation of supply. All manufacturing industries are looking
for ways to increase the return on capital employed. MBR provides a range of
services that assist companies to design, implement and monitor programmes 
at mines, smelters and steel plants, offering best-practice solutions including:

– Budgeting and cost-control issues 
– Maintenance/reliability programmes 
– Risk-based management principles and techniques 
– Business performance management models 
– Defect-elimination management systems 
– Contracting and procurement strategies 
– Supply-chain optimisation strategies 
– Environmental management 
– Capital productivity improvement systems

With our network of business affiliates and consultants, MBR can co-ordinate
the full implementation of these solutions in one complete and cost-competitive
technical implementation and strategy package. The end solution is to provide
our clients with new levels of technical performance with quantifiable results.

Tap into MBR’s expert knowledge 
of competitors, products and
customers… 

Market analysis, surveys, and research provided for new products 
or for specific regions
Given MBR’s expertise and access to the metals and mining industry, our
capabilities place us considerably ahead of generic consultancies. Why pay extra
for these consultancies to get to grips with an industry they know nothing
about? Because we are independent analysts, we have achieved commercially
significant results for clients in the following areas:

– Purchasing and final price surveys (daily and weekly)
– Production surveys
– Client base surveys for marketing/sales departments 
– Customer targeting work for sales/marketing campaigns
– Buyers/sellers reputation surveys
– Product quality/reliability surveys
– Market confidence and sentiment surveys
– New product awareness surveys
– Industrial brand/image surveys 
– Other customer-targeting and selection surveys 

Competitor intelligence services
A number of our clients rely on MBR to provide detailed assessments of
competitor companies to formulate their own strategies in terms of either
relative market growth and/or as potential investors. MBR stands out, relative 
to other consultancies, as our global network of business affiliates provides 
for unique insider knowledge of metals and mining companies including:

– Strengths and weaknesses analysis
– Production costs analysis
– Market share and organic growth strategies
– Compatibility analysis in mergers & acquisitions strategy
– Specific knowledge of production/sales/price factors of key competitors

Other consultancy services:
Expert analysis and assessments provided for legal clients - MBR consultants
have testified in litigation involving disputes regarding shipping, business
interruption, product quality, plant performance, cargo contamination, prices
and valuation. MBR have acted as arbitrators, mediators and facilitators.

Trade analysis and data provision: MBR is able to draw upon its close
connections with national port authorities and trade associations in providing
the metals and mining industry with the most detailed and accurate trade-flow
intelligence available. MBR can provide detailed analysis on market trade
restrictions, existing and expected trade-flow trends, and the possible
implications these may have in meeting your current and future business goals.

“Fast Track”consultancy - need consultancy services yesterday? MBR offers this
service to any executive that needs today’s information as quickly as possible.
Not enough time to do a presentation? Do you have time to get all the statistics
you need for that marketing report that is fast approaching its deadline? MBR
have the resources to handle this type of work quickly and reliably.

The Metal Bulletin Group: the No 1 authority in the metals 
and mining industry
Metal Bulletin Research (MBR) benefits from being part of a large global
specialist metals and economics publishing group which encompasses the
market leaders in its fields. On the metals side, the Metal Bulletin Group 
is the parent to the leading metals news journal, the daily Metal Bulletin
magazine, as well as North America’s leading daily metals newspaper 
American Metal Market.

The Group’s metal businesses provides MBR with an invaluable network of
international contacts within the metals industries that enhance our ability 
to provide research on almost any aspect of the metals business. However,
MBR stresses the ability of its consulting business to operate independently 
of the rest of the Group, and the existence of formal rules of confidentiality 
that exist between the news providers within the group and the research 
and consulting division.


